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PLATINUM SPONSOR:

BOOK YOUR PLACE FOR JUST €750 IN PERSON €495 ONLINE ➤ EMAIL: SALES@KALLANISH.COM

MEDIA PARTNERS:



Outlook: Regional coil markets supply, demand,

and price trends in focus

Price trends: Steel and raw material price trends

reviewed and forecast

Trade flows: Changes in trade flows brought about

by war and sanctions

Energy costs: Impact of soaring energy costs on

production

Overcapacity: Analysis of the longer-term global

market trends

End-user demand: Impact of rising costs, inflation,

and supply chain risks

Green transition: Challenges of sustainable steel

industry decarbonisation

The ongoing effects of the Covid pandemic, coupled

with war in Ukraine and sanctions on Russia have

been the central theme in 2022. This has come against

a backdrop of rising international inflation, soaring

energy costs, elevated freight and logistics costs, and

changing trade flows.

This year’s Flat Steel 2022 conference will address

the key geo-political and steel industry trends

affecting the international coil markets through 2022

and 2023. Our panel of international experts will

share their market views and offer strategies for

success in a market defined by volatility and

uncertainly.

Key Themes/Topics:
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After looking in 2021 like it would enjoy a robust
recovery from the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic, the global steel market has been rocked
by a confluence of factors in 2022. Rising energy
prices, soaring inflation, US monetary tightening,
Covid-hit Chinese demand and, of course, the
outbreak of war in Ukraine have combined to bring
a swift halt to economic recovery and tip global
markets towards possible recession. Chinese
suppliers have returned to the export market and
are competing with India for business in Vietnam
and the Middle East. 

Indian mills enjoyed lucrative deals in the EU
earlier this year but were hit by a 15% export duty
imposed in May, as well as falling European
demand once the initial Ukraine war shock had
worn off. Various EU blast-furnace based flat
steelmakers have thus been forced to curb
production, while Indian mills have brought
forward summer maintenance stoppages.  

Nevertheless, on the demand side, India looks to
be one of few bright spots for future growth,
thanks to massive government infrastructure
investment. Hopes for Chinese economic stimulus
in 2022 are meanwhile gradually fading as the
government continues its heavy-handed zero-
Covid policy that results in regular lockdowns and
stifled economic activity. 
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09:00 Welcome

Networking Break

09:30 Session 1: International coil markets outlook

11:00

Ukraine war impact on trade
How successful have Russian mills been reorienting exports?
Mills’ competitiveness amid rising energy costs, inflationary pressure
Monetary tightening effect on steel-consuming project activity
China economic stimulus prospects
European steel demand outlook amid possible recession
Automotive sector recovery progress – can steelmakers count on demand?
India export duty impact – will mills successfully export boron-added HRC?
CBAM impact on EU imports/exports

The automotive industry is meanwhile taking
longer than initially anticipated to recover from
components shortages, which have been
exacerbated by the Ukraine war. And, with Covid
restrictions easing and social life returning,
consumers are spending less income on home
appliances and more on high-contact service
activities. 

The energy crunch is nevertheless sure to
accelerate the transition to renewable energy,
which will in the longer term require substantial
steel to construct the necessary infrastructure.
The war in Ukraine has taken a major flat steel
supplier out of the market, while Russian product
is not keenly bought on international markets due
to a combination of economic sanctions, banking
restrictions and buyers self-sanctioning. 

The market panic originally caused by this
development has now subsided and transitioned
into widespread economic gloom. How have
disrupted trading patterns and economic sanctions
impacted global flat steel trade? When will
automotive production recover? Will more
steelmaking capacity need to be idled to balance
supply with lower demand? How will the US trade
deals with the EU, Japan and UK impact trade? To
what extent will CBAM protect the EU market and
limit EU mills’ ability to export? What does the
future hold for the global coil market? All these
issues and more will be discussed in this session by
top steel industry executives.

TOPICS

All times shown are Local Turkish Time GMT+3



Coil prices have been on a rollercoaster ride since
the beginning of 2022. After steadily declining
throughout the second half of 2021 and into 2022
as supply rebalanced with demand following the
shock of Covid-19, values ballooned again at the
end of February following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. In some regions, such as Europe, prices
reached all-time highs in March, exceeding
previous peaks in 2021. 

Prices have now normalised and fallen below the
levels seen in February prior to the surge. This,
coupled with regular logistics disruptions, has
caused major challenges for coil buyers’
procurement and cost management. On the one
hand, spiralling energy costs and inflationary
pressure are making production more expensive,
while, on the other, slowing economic growth and
talk of a possible recession are subduing steel
demand and seeing mills in some regions cut
production. 

These production cuts extend to mills in China,
which also curbed output last year, the difference
now however being that cuts are self-imposed
because demand is weakening considerably.  The
fading likelihood of substantial economic stimulus
is unlikely to change this. Were China to export its
surplus output, however, this could severely
depress global prices. 
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13:00 Lunch Break

11:30 Session 2: Steel pricing trends

A favourite export market of Chinese and other
Asian suppliers, the Gulf Cooperation Council, is
meanwhile investing in some 4 million tonnes/year
of new hot strip capacity, which is likely to
somewhat dampen intercontinental trade. Despite
its ferrous export duty imposition, Indian mills
have managed to continue HRC exports by alloying
steel with boron to circumvent the measures. 

The boron-added HRC is however not being
readily accepted by all markets, most notably the
EU. The union made limited changes recently to its
safeguard tariff-rate quotas, applying quotas to
countries such as Vietnam for such products as
hot-dip galvanized coil. How will this change affect
trade and pricing in the EU, and what knock-on
effect will it have on global markets? Will Indian
mills successfully pursue boron-added HRC
exports? To what extent have low-priced Russian
offers impacted global steel pricing? How likely is
China to export surplus steel this year amid low
domestic demand, and what effect will this have on
pricing? To what extent will the steel-demand
balance be disrupted by new capacity in some
regions? How successful will suppliers be in
passing costs on to steel sales prices given the
possibility of a global recession? This session will
bring together distinguished panellists to discuss
these topics and more.

Coil price outlook for Q4 and 2023
Logistics disruptions impact on pricing
The dilemma of rising energy costs/inflation during economic slowdown/recession
Likelihood and impact of China ramping up exports
New capacity investments impact on supply-demand/pricing
Outlook for Indian mills’ boron-added HRC exports
Protectionism still a factor influencing pricing?
Russian steel’s ability to find new markets and influence pricing
US trade deals impact on trade patterns and pricing
More EU blast furnaces to be idled? What effect on prices?

TOPICS
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The world is undergoing an energy transition,
driven mainly by climate concerns, which will
impact the entire economic spectrum. The energy-
intensive steel industry accounts for about 8% of
global CO2 emissions and is at the forefront of
investments into new low-carbon technologies.
The EU, in particular, is tightening its Carbon
Emissions Trading System and has tabled plans to
implement a Carbon Border Adjustment
Mechanism. These are designed to motivate EU
steelmakers to invest in reducing emissions, as
well as encourage global producers who supply to
the EU market to do the same. 

The Chinese government has also pledged
environmental commitments, but these have been
overshadowed this year by efforts to ensure
economic stability amid the somewhat brutal
impact of China’s zero-Covid policy. In a blow to
regulating emissions in the US, the Supreme Court
recently ruled that the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) does not have the
authority to mandate carbon emission caps for
extant power plants. 

Following the outbreak of war in Ukraine and
subsequent sanctions on Russia, meanwhile, prices
of fossil fuels have soared.  This has underscored
the need to move to renewable and sustainable
energy sources. 
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16:00 Networking Break

14:30 Session 3: The Energy transition and investment

Numerous steelmakers across the globe are
turning to hydrogen as the fuel of the future, with
hydrogen-fuelled direct reduced iron feeding
renewables-powered EAFs being the production
route of choice. The technology required for
hydrogen-based steelmaking exists but production
of green hydrogen using renewable energy
remains expensive in many regions. These costs
will come down with time, but in the short term,
low-carbon steel is likely to be significantly more
expensive than traditionally produced steel. 

How likely are consumers to accept this increased
cost? To what extent will governments across the
globe be compelled to provide policy support for
steelmakers’ low-carbon ambitions? To what
extent can existing natural gas infrastructure be
repurposed for use with hydrogen? How will
industry solve the renewable energy storage
question, given there will be periods of reduced
energy production? Is the EU carrying out its
transition too hastily and thereby penalising
steelmakers? How can policy be adjusted to take
into account EU steel exports outside of the bloc?
India and ASEAN are seeing a spate of new blast
furnaces being commissioned. Will these assets
ultimately end up stranded or can they be adapted
to suit global climate goals? This session will aim to
answer all these questions and discuss the
opportunities and challenges behind decarbonising
the steel industry.

Hydrogen infrastructure viability for steelmaking
Renewable energy storage issue
Low-carbon steelmaking technology developments
Consumer market readiness for costlier low-carbon steel
Policy support for decarbonisation – is it enough?
EU as frontrunner – how do EU ETS and CBAM need to be amended?

TOPICS
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Considering the unhinged volatility in steel prices
this year, steel buyers have had very difficult
purchasing decisions to make. Many distributors
and service centres rushed to buy product
following the outbreak of war in Ukraine, when
mills temporarily stopped offering and prices
skyrocketed, but have only just received delivery of
this material, now that many product prices are
back to pre-war levels. 

Those buyers who stocked up at the beginning of
the year have profited. Certain end-use sectors
such as construction, meanwhile, were forced to
pause or reduce activity because prices of steel
inputs soared far above budget. How are
distributors able to manage margins given their
high-priced inventories and current lower price
expectations of buyers? How have importers
adapted to the cutting off of Russian steel supply
and disruption to Ukrainian supply? How have end
users been able to ensure continuity of operations
amid prohibitively high steel input costs?  The
automotive industry meanwhile continues to be
constrained by semiconductor shortages, which are
expected to last well into 2023. How has this
impacted service centres whose business is geared
towards automotive, and what are they doing to
mitigate the impact? What is the outlook for
automotive production beyond 2023? Will the
current pent-up demand for cars result in
production growth and therefore rising demand for
automotive sheet? 
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All times shown are Local Turkish Time GMT+318:00 Cocktail Reception

16:30 Session 4: Coil distribution, processing & end-use markets

With life seemingly returning to normal in most
regions outside of China after the Covid-19
pandemic, meanwhile, consumers are spending less
income on home appliances and more on high-
contact service activities. The white goods sector is
thus forecast to be a drag on steel-using sectors’
output growth in 2022. What are the prospects for
the sector beyond this year? The outbreak of war in
Ukraine has dented prospects for economic growth
globally, but nowhere more so than in Europe due
to its geographical proximity and dependence on
Russian gas. The blow this has dealt to confidence
puts a big question mark over new investments in
the short term. 

The looming energy supply crisis expected to hit
Europe this winter also spells trouble for industrial
production, as gas will be rationed and households
prioritised over industry. What does this mean for
production at end users in the continent? A
potential global recession is meanwhile likely to
impact end-use activity in all regions, although
India’s economy has been a bright spot in 2022,
supported by government spending. How likely is
this to absorb excess Indian steel output amid
export duties? How is end-user industry output
being affected in Turkey after the country
significantly increased electricity rates from July?
Are Turkish flat steel-consuming end users able to
procure sufficient feedstock tonnages from the
local market, or does this continue to be a problem
like in earlier years? This session will bring together
a range of steel buyers and end users to discuss all
these topics and more.

Margin management amid price volatility
Shifting trade patterns – finding alternatives to Russian and Ukrainian steel
Automotive industry prospects amid semiconductor shortages
End-user industry production outlook amid looming energy shortages
Turkish end-use industry hurdles to sourcing flat steel

TOPICS



VENUE
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CIRGAN CADDESI 32, 34349 ISTANBUL

TEL: +90 212 326 4646

Ciragan Palace Kempinski
Istanbul

Your conference registration does not

include accommodation. 

The Çırağan Palace Kempinski is situated on the European shores of the Bosphorus, in a very

convenient location between the districts of Besiktas and Ortakoy in the heart of the city.  It is

close to business, historical, and cultural attractions of Istanbul.

For airport transfers and accommodation

bookings, please contact the hotel directly.
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HYBRID
CONFERENCES
Where in-person and online come together
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As the world emerges back to pre-pandemic in-person events, we
wanted to keep some of the excellent online event features,
which give you flexibility and new tools to enhance your event
experience.

Meet more attendees, both
in-person & online 
Easily message &
communicate with your
new contacts
Ask questions to the
speakers on the stage

Watch and re-watch
any conference session
Vote in event polls and
see how your opinion
compares
Export your
connections to your
address book
Download free reports

The 'Live Display' shows
in- person attendees
most active
The discussion board is a
great way to make sure
all eyes are on you
Ask questions to
speakers and get noticed
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Mobile APP

Great for in-
person attendees!

Web Platform

Great for online
attendees!

Watch the action live &
feel the conference buzz 
Meet more attendees, both
in-person & online 
Network during the breaks
virtually or on the
discussion board

Engage

Interactive features
for all attendees

Spotlight

Showcase your
company & expertise



Your Details

Name

Job Title

Company

Address

Address

Phone

Email

Delegate 1 

Delegate 2

Delegate 3 

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

Group Booking, please enter the additional names below:

Payment Information

Mastercard            Visa              Amex             Maestro

Name on card
Card Number
Billing Address

Expiry Date
Signature

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____  /  _____     CVV: ______

____________________________

By signing below, you confirm that you have read and agreed to the terms and conditions overleaf.

SIGNATURE: _________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 

In-Person ExpiresVirtual

Early Bird Rate

 

€750

 

 

In-PersonTicket Type

Book
Now sales@kallanish.com

+44 208 735 6520

kallanish.com/events

By Phone

By Email

Online

Early Bird Rate €750 28 Sept€495

Full Price €850 20 Oct€495

Full Price

 

€850

 

 

PRICE AND BOOKING

Make sure you pay when
you register to lock in
your low rate.

Confirmation

REGISTRATION FORM
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Rate

Exp. 28 Sept

 

€495

 

 

 

Virtual

Your conference fee includes full access to the physical
event including the lunch break, coffee breaks and
cocktail reception and in-person networking. In addition
you can access the live streams, all features of Flat Steel
2022 virtual platform, recorded sessions, presentation
materials and face to face networking.

In-person rate includes:

Virtual rate includes:
Your conference fee includes full access to all the live
streams, all features of Flat Steel 2022 virtual platform,
recorded sessions, presentation materials and face to
face networking.
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Exp. 20 Oct

 

€495

 

 

 



The following Terms & Conditions form the basis on which any services, information and materials are provided to any
company, organisation and/or individual (together referred to as “you” in these Terms & Conditions) by or on behalf of
Kallanish Limited or related companies (all referred to as “Kallanish”) except where and insofar as any alternative
Terms & Conditions have been specifically agreed by Kallanish. By accessing or using any Kallanish service,
information or materials you agree to be contractually bound by such Terms & Conditions. These Terms & Conditions
may be updated from time to time. 

Event descriptions, content, dates and venues 
Kallanish reserves the right at any time to make reasonable changes to events, courses and other services provided
including, but not limited to, changes to descriptions, content, dates, times, speakers, guests and venues, without
liability. In the event of cancellation, Kallanish will make reasonable efforts to provide an alternative and where this is
not possible, will refund monies received from you by Kallanish with respect to what has been cancelled. Kallanish is
not responsible for travel arrangements, accommodation, or any other arrangements that you make in connection with
the services provided by Kallanish. 

Registration 
When registering for any event, course or service provided by Kallanish you must provide details of any special
requirements including any requirements relating to diet, physical disability, mobility problem or other condition
requiring special care or attention. You are also invited at that time to inform us about any additional requests that
you may have. Kallanish reserves the right to make an additional charge for requirements and requests that can be
accommodated. Kallanish shall have no obligation to provide any service, information or materials unless and until the
relevant registration has been accepted and satisfactory payment arrangements have been made. Kallanish reserves
the absolute right to refuse to allow attendance at any course or event or access to any service if any payment is not
received in time or if Kallanish has reasonable grounds to believe that payment arrangements made are not
satisfactory. 

Your right to cancel or transfer 
Kallanish’s services are generally designed for business, trade and professional use. If, however, the Consumer
Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000 apply, you may cancel your registration within 14 days of making it
provided that services have not commenced. Apart from any such right, a cancellation fee of 25% of the total fee,
including VAT, shall apply with respect to cancellations up to 30 days prior to the commencement of the relevant
course, event or service and after this the cancellation fee shall be 100% of the fee including VAT. Subject to notice to
Kallanish at least 48 hours before the commencement of any service, course or event, the reservation may be
transferred to another person without charge. Within 48 hours, a charge of 10% of the fee may be made. 

Disclaimer 
Use of any information or material provided by Kallanish is entirely at your risk and in no circumstances is Kallanish
responsible for any loss, damage or other negative consequence of use of information or material by you or anyone
else. 

Use of personal data 
Personal data is gathered and used to enable Kallanish to provide services to you. This may involve passing details on
to third parties. Such details may also be used by Kallanish for marketing purposes including sending information
about Kallanish’s services and other products. Such details will not otherwise be passed on to third parties without
your consent. 

Third party rights 
An individual, company or organisation not party to any agreement between you and Kallanish shall not have or
acquire any rights under or in connection with it. Law and jurisdiction These Terms & Conditions shall be governed by
and construed in accordance with the laws of England and Wales and the parties agree to submit to the non-exclusive
jurisdiction of the Courts of England and Wales in order to resolve any dispute or difference between the parties or to
enforce or take any other legal action in connection with any contract to which these Terms & Conditions apply.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Make time to read the small print
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